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West Way Redevelopment

West Way Community Concern

Survey Results

Chris Church from WWCC gave a presentation of the results of the survey,which

can be summarised as follows:

1. 70% agreed that some improvement is needed but that it’s important to maintain

some parts of the current development; 23% said it is time the area was developed. 

2. Most people shop in West Way more than 3 times a week (64%) and more (48%)

walk there than use cars (41%).

3. 83% think that Elms Parade must stay or should be kept if possible. Many see

this original development as being an iconic part of the Botley scene.

4. 62% think that the present supermarket is big enough, whilst 20% requested a larger

supermarket. Many people expressed their support for the existing Co-op store.

5. 73% felt that the balance of other shops was about right and should not be changed

in any new development, whilst 24% wanted bigger and better non-food shops.

6. Similarly, 70% did not want to see more restaurants, but felt the current range

was adequate, whilst 23% wanted to see more eating facilities. 

7. When asked about public open space the response was more divided, with 50%

supporting the current amount of space and 41% wanting more. A number of

respondents would like to see space more usable by children.

8. Only 5% didn’t care about the size of a new library, with those expressing a view

split almost evenly with 44% wanting to see a bigger and better library and 51%

happy with one the current size.

9. A cinema has been proposed as part of a larger scheme, but 69% said they did not

like the idea of a cinema in the plan – a very clear majority, many of whom did not

see the need or were concerned about the impact on traffic and the environment.

10.Student accommodation was another proposal which did not find favour. 60%

do not like the idea at all, whilst 32% would be willing to see some. Only 4%

were wholly happy with the idea as proposed.

11.Many people were concerned about Field House and the plight of its residents

and the uncertainty over their future. 48% thought Field House should be kept as

it is and where it is, and 40% wanted to be sure that, if it had to go, a new facility

would be built first so that the residents would not have to be moved elsewhere.

Comments
Over 500 of respondents also submitted

comments, which were summarised at the

meeting. These included concerns about

what facilities would remain open during

the re-building, the fate of the existing

small traders who were likely to lose their

businesses, as well as doubts about

aspects of the proposed development

reflected in the survey results. People also

want to see a development which has a

good sustainable design, consistent with

the surrounding landscape and not

another collection of retail ‘sheds’.

Overall Message
The message from the community in the

survey seems clear: Redevelop West

Way in a sensitive manner to maintain it

as the heart of the community with:

• easy access for all means of transport,

including pedestrian

• a comprehensive range of independent

shops, restaurants and cafes

• at least one supermarket similar in

size to the current Co-op

• a good-sized library and public open

space

• sheltered housing retained.

This should not include:

• a massive supermarket 

• a cinema or 

• student accommodation.

West Way Community Concern

Guests’ Responses to
Survey Results
Each of the guests was given two

minutes to make an initial response to 

the results (reports Helen Devenport).

Andrew Pritchard, chairman of NHPC,

said that the Parish Council does not own

any of the land but has a joint lease on

Seacourt Hall and is working for a better

community hall. It will comment on any

planning application in due course. 

Brian Stops, chairman of Cumnor

Parish Council, explained that as a

neighbouring parish, CPC would be

supporting NHPC in its endeavours. 

Survey Results – “Keep Botley Local!”

Keep Botley Local! That was the message from the West Way Community

Concern (WWCC) survey about Doric Properties’ proposed development of the

Botley shopping centre, the results of which were announced at our public meeting

on 22nd May. The meeting was attended by over 200 local residents, but if you

weren’t able to be there a brief overview of the meeting and the main results are

given below. A fuller report is available on www.westwayconcern.wordpress.com. 

Firstly, thank you to everyone who completed the WWCC survey. The response

was amazing and over 720 of the local community responded from an area from

Appleton to Osney Island and from every age group. The community made its'

views very clear. Thanks also to our community magazines and newsletters which

have spread the word and helped so much with keeping everyone informed.

The meeting started with a welcome to St Peter & St Paul Church from Rev

Clare Sykes. The WWCC Chair Lorna Berrett then introduced the invited guests

from North Hinksey Parish Council (NHPC), Cumnor Parish Council (CPC), the

Vale of White Horse District Council (VWHDC), Oxfordshire County Council

(OCC), the Howse Family Trust, and Mid-Counties Co-Op.
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Matt Prosser (Strategic Director for

VWHDC) said that the developer Doric

Properties would be having a further

public consultation in July and a

planning application is expected in the

Autumn. Contrary to public belief, the

Vale has not sold the site to the

developer, just agreed that Doric should

bring forward a planning application.

The Vale Council is not suggesting that

Field House should be taken down.

Cllr Matthew Barber (Leader of the

VWHDC) said they would take on

board the comments they had heard, but

that people have to be realistic. Any

increase in traffic would be a concern

and would have to be sorted out. What

the Council wants is a clear plan that the

community buys into, and there is a

long way to go on this. 

Cllr Janet Godden from Oxfordshire

County Council said that the

community response was a triumph.

Doric’s proposal was not what they

would do for Botley, but what they

would do to Botley, for the benefit of

the developers. The price of providing

improved community facilities seems to

be to take a large supermarket, student

accommodation, cinema, etc. The

County Council is in favour of a library,

and the treatment of the Field House

residents is very poor (loud cheers). 

Arthur Howse explained that his

grandfather had built Elms Parade 75

years ago; that he was pleased to see the

response from the community; and that

he has no intention of selling the

property (cheers). 

Richard Holmes, a surveyor for the

Co-Op, said that when the first tranche of

land had originally been put up for sale

(Phase I), the Co-Op had made a sensible

bid to build a supermarket 50% larger

than the present one, and had been

surprised when Doric said they had a deal

with the VWHDC to develop a much

larger area of land. The Co-Op has

submitted an objection to the draft Local

Plan and believed it was premature for

the Vale to enter an agreement with Doric

before the draft version of the Local Plan

had been approved. The Co-Op would

support a precinct refurbishment similar

to Bury St in Abingdon, rather than the

wholesale demolition proposed by Doric,

which is several steps too far. 

Q. The Vale seems to have multiple

roles in this affair: selling land,

approving plans and providing

services. Surely there must be some

conflict of interest?

A (VWHDC). The property side of the

Council is separate from the planning

side, so there is no conflict of interest.

Q. What were the mechanics of

choosing the developer? Why did the

Vale turn down the Co-Op and go

with Doric?

A (VWHDC). The issue was considered

by the Cabinet of the Vale District

Council, which decided to go forward

with Doric – the other twelve or thirteen

bids were turned down.

Q. So we are wasting our time – the

Vale has already done a deal with

Doric?

A (VWHDC). No, Doric has to submit a

planning application which must be

approved by a certain date – otherwise

the deal won’t go ahead.

Q. You say there were 12 or 13 bids

for the smaller site (Phase I). Why not

invite bids for the larger site?

A (VWHDC). Not enough money would

be raised from building a larger

supermarket on the original site to

provide the replacement community

buildings (community hall, library, etc),

so it was decided that the same

developer should also be responsible for

Phase II of the development.

Q. I’ve been told that Doric has strong

links with Sainsburys. Is this true?

A (VWHDC). No, one reason why Doric

was chosen is that it has no links with

major supermarkets.

Q. The survey mainly represents the

views of older people – how about the

views of younger people?

A (WWCC). The results reflect the age

distribution in the area, which is more

heavily weighted towards older people.

Survey forms were sent out via primary

schools to get the views of the parents of

young children. A breakdown of data by

age will be given on the website.

Q. Is the Vale prepared to compulsorily

purchase Elms Parade, since we have

heard that the owners will not sell?

What about the effect on the health of

the Field House residents if this is sold?

A (VWHDC). We are here as landowners

and planning authority, and would not

be at this meeting if we were not

landowners. The Vale is not involved in

the sale of Field House. Doric

Properties is trying to put together a

larger consortium of landowners.

Regarding Elms Parade, we have no

intention of making a compulsory

purchase at the present time. But as a

politician I can never say never!

Q. What about the viability of the

lives of people who live here if the

whole site is demolished and all the

local facilities are destroyed?

A (VWHDC). We don’t want any

community in the Vale to be damaged as

you have outlined. However, you can’t

ignore financial viability. We want to

improve community facilities – this takes

money. We would like to keep shops open

during redevelopment as has been done

recently in Abingdon. However, we can’t

promise this will be done but will work

together with other bodies to minimise

any damage to the community.
(continued overleaf)

Question and Answer Session

Councillor Matthew Barber, Leader of the
Vale of White Horse District Council.
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Village Outing

Village Outing 

Thanks go to Janet and Ron Brooke for organising a perfect day out for members

of Thames (Kennington) Trefoil Guild and their friends. A coach full of

enthusiastic travellers set out from Cumnor to visit the beautiful spa town of

Cheltenham and the Cotswold Farm Park. Shopping, exploring the town of

Cheltenham with its many beautiful, bronze statues and the wide choice of tea rooms

for lunch, kept everyone busy and happy. The sun shone as we travelled to the

Cotswold Farm Park. This is the farm which belongs to the television presenter

Adam Henson. We met Eric the bull, a regular guest on the television programme

“Country File”. Staff at the park were very accommodating and provided us with

opportunities to see sheep shearing and milking, to travel through the park by tractor,

feed the goats and handle the small animals. The shop and restaurant were

welcoming and we finished the day with refreshments and a visit to the farm shop.

As the tired travellers journeyed home we reflected at how fortunate we are to live

with such natural beauty nearby. The bluebells and cowslips added colour to the

woodland areas, the birds flew overhead, the pheasants strutted in the fields, the

blossom carpeted the verges and the sun shone! 

We are already looking forward to next year’s outing!

Joy Topping

Q. Can you clarify the nature of the

agreement between the Vale and

Doric? Is it feasible for Doric’s

proposals to be rejected? If so, is it

open for other bidders to come

forward, or is that the end of it?

A (VWHDC). The agreement is subject

to commercial confidentiality so I can’t

give any details. If it does not come to

fruition we may consider other options.

There are long-stop dates – if proposals

are not brought forward by these dates

then the agreement could be terminated.

Q. In the presentation of the results,

WWCC said that most people were in

favour of some change. But looking at

the figures it seems that the survey

results actually showed that 70% or

so of respondents preferred the status

quo. 

A (WWCC). Certainly our figures show

that people would prefer no scheme

rather than the wrong scheme.

Q. I have researched Doric on the

internet and they seem to be a very

young company. There are only two

partners, who could be described as

“chancers” (estate agents) and they

only have a few thousand in the bank.

They need a large development to

raise money. One of their two

previous developments looks like a

series of warehouses, not very nice.

Can we trust these people with the

redevelopment of Botley?

A (VWHDC). The Vale had more

background information on the

company and partners than is publicly

available on the internet. Within and

outside Doric the partners have had a

successful track record.

Q. The Vale has said that the

provision of new community facilities

is not viable unless funded by

development, and that Phase I would

not be sufficient to raise these funds.

Would Phase I plus the original Phase

II (the land owned by the Vale alone,

excluding Field House and Elms

Parade) provide sufficient funds for

the community facilities?

A (VWHDC). Interesting question – I

don’t know the answer.

All present were then invited for tea,

coffee and biscuits in the Church Hall.

WWCC were thanked for their efforts.


